
   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

The Growth of a Population of Yeast 
Teacher Instructions

In this investigation students observe and measure the growth of two populations of yeast.  One 
population is incubated at room temperature.  The other population is incubated at or near 5 degrees 
Celsius.  Evidence is collected showing an exponential growth of the population incubated at room 
temperature.  Little growth in the refrigerated population is observed.  

Time
3 class periods, 2 double laboratory periods - two periods to start  the investigation and to take the 
initial cell counts and absorbency readings; after that, 30 minutes on day 2 and 4, 15 minutes on day 1 and 
3.  One final day may be needed for data pooling and discussion.

Vernier Equipment
LabPro Interface, Colorimeter, cuvette and cover
              
Materials  (per lab team)
safety goggles, microscope, microscope counting slide, cover slips, lens paper, sterile 5 ml.  pipettes, 2 
sterile 250 ml Erlenmeyer flasks continuing 95 ml of pure apple juice without additives, sterile medicine 
dropper

Safety
It is always necessary for students to wear safety goggles.  Students should be warned about the 
possibility of cuts from broken cover slips. 

Preparations
1. Prepare a stock yeast solution by dissolving one package of active dry yeast in one liter of 

sterile water. Stir the solution to obtain a uniform suspension of yeast cells in water. Transfer 1 
ml. of the 1 to 1000 solution into a flask containing one liter of sterile water. This mixture will 
be called the working solution and its dilution is 1 to 1,000,000. Students will transfer 5 ml. of 
the working solution into each flask containing 95 ml. of growth medium.  After inoculation 
each ml. of the apple juice medium will contain 1 / 20,000,000 part of the original package of 
yeast.

2. Pure apple juice without additives works well as a growth medium.  Sterilize 250 ml beakers in 
boiling water. After cooling add 95 ml of apple juice to the flask. Cover the flask opening with 
aluminum foil. Each laboratory team will need 2 flasks of apple juice medium. Use 250 ml 
flasks as swirling the flask’s contents will be easier. Expect some foaming when the flask is 
swirled.

3. Counting chambers are made by gluing 18 mm. X 18 mm. cover slips to 25 mm. X 75 mm. glass 
microscope slides (See figure 2).  Miracle Glue is perfect for this job. The spacing between the 
two cover slips should be approximately 5 mm. When a cover slip is placed over the space 
created  (see figure 2) the depth of the reservoir is between .18 - .25 mm.  For counting purposes, 
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assume the reservoir depth is 0.25 mm. Make one counting chamber for each student.

4. Counting chambers should be filled after the upper cover slip is placed on the supporting cover 
slips.  A small drop of yeast is placed at the entrance to the reservoir and this drop will be 
drawn back into the reservoir by capillary attraction (See figure 3). This procedure will give a 
0.25 mm. layer of yeast solution for counting. Use sterile droppers for the yeast transfer.

5. A magnification of 430X is needed for counting the yeast cell solution.  It is also necessary to 
know the field diameter of the lens system used.  If the high power lens is 43X and the eyepiece 
is 10X and Huygenian, the field diameter is 0.35 mm.  If the high power lens is 43X and the 
eyepiece is 10X and wide field, the field diameter is 0.42 mm.  Most microscope reference 
manuals provide field diameter information.  Refer to these if your instruments are not of the 
type described above.

6. Using the field diameter information provided it is possible to calculate the volume of yeast 
observed in a single high power (430X) field.

7. Wide field area = pi X (radius)2 = 3.1416 X (0.21)2  = 3.1416 X 0.0441 = 0.139 mm.2

8. Huygenian area = pi X (radius)2 = 3.1416 X (0.175)2 = 3.1416 X 0.0306 = 0.096 mm.2

9. Wide field Volume = pi X (radius)2 X h = 0.139 mm.2 X 0.25 mm. = 0.035 mm.3

10. Huygenian Volume = pi X (radius)2 X h = 0.096 mm.2 X 0.25 mm. = 0.024 mm.3

11. Each time a student counts all the cells in a single high power field, the volume of the sample 
counted is known from the information provided.  Use your discretion in deciding if the students 
need to know how the high power field volume was determined.

12. Experience dictates that it is hard to count the cells in the field with any accuracy when the 
number exceeds 100.  Twenty five to fifty cells per field is ideal. Make a  9 to 1 dilution of the 
culture when the number approaches or exceeds fifty cells per high power field. The dilution 
need not be sterile.

13. Counting errors are to be expected. Many can be reduced or eliminated by carefully mixing the 
culture medium before the sample drop is withdrawn. Stress to the students how important it is 
that the sample drop be representative of the entire culture. Pooling of the data to obtain class 
averages also will help to smooth out the counting errors generated by student inexperience.

14. Set the wave length of the colorimeter to 565 nm. which is in the green region of the spectrum. 
Calibration of the colorimeter using distilled water is necessary. Review with the students the 
proper method of handling the cuvette and its insertion into the colorimeter well.

15. It is also important to go over the sterile techniques that will be used in transferring the yeast 
into the culture flask, in transferring yeast solution into the cuvette, and in filling the counting 
chamber.

16. Class data should be collected and averaged in a spreadsheet.  Individual team data should be 
compared to the class averages.  Students should be encouraged to speculate about the cause of 
any differences found between the data of individual teams.
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17. Students may need a lesson on graphing with semi log graph paper.  Graphing  with this paper 
is necessary because it ties in with the important concept of exponential growth.

18. Allow five consecutive days for this investigation. Start the work on Monday and complete the 
work on Friday.  If the absorbance of the yeast culture incubated at room temperature does not 
reach .80 or higher continue the investigation over the weekend and take final measurements 
the following Monday.

19. It is not necessary that each team has its own colorimeter and computer. Because the 
measurements are rapid only one or two sets of equipment will be needed per class.

20. Sample sets of data and results follow.
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4 Cell Count

4 Absorbance

3 Absorbance

2 Cell Count

2 Absorbance

1 Absorbance

0 Cell Count
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Flask BFlask ADay

Table 1. Team Absorbance and Cell Counts
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